The Problem: The goal of our research is to create Intelligent Environments in which computation is invisibly and seamlessly used to enhance ordinary activity.
Difficulty:
The greatest challenge in creating an embedded system like the Intelligent Room is dealing with the vagaries and complexities of the real-world. Prototype hardware systems, such as those used for vision and speech, tend toward being less than fully reliable, and the "best" methods for processing their data are hotly contested research problems. In response, we have developed multiple techniques to not only cope with limitations in the current state of the art but also redefine it, particularly in the room's speech understanding system. Impact: Our goal is to bring computation into the realm of ordinary human activities and enable natural humancomputer interaction. The Intelligent Room is a first step toward creating the kind of naturally interactive applications that until now have only been found in science fiction.
Future Work: Currently, we are augmenting the room with new devices and applications, including: a tutorial system that learns how people can use the Intelligent Room and communicates this to new users; an in-depth integration of the room's state with the START speech understanding system, and a deployment of the system into a meeting environment.
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